SPY PC SOFTWARE
With Spy PC do PC monitoring and Spy on your PC Device from anywhere, stop
assuming and start inspecting what they are up to something. Spy software requires
you to be reasonably computer literate to install and configure it correctly only. It is
Spy PC remote spy software solution that requires no physical installation, runs in
complete stealth, and allows you to truly view activity logs from any location at any
time!

Stand-alone Software provides devices record all, email, chat and instant messages,
web sites visited, keystrokes typed, program launched with exact date and time, Log
URLs all visits and online searches, PC name/Mac address etc.
These devices allows you to capture and save screen images while you are away from
your computer, showing you exactly what was being viewed on your computer at
specific intervals.
These software runs in the background of your operating system, making it almost
impossible to detect using any conventional antivirus or anti-spy ware.
You can also examine these information at your convenience later on any computer.

Benefits of Using Spy PC
Spy PC -Seeing Eye can bring an array of benefits to your business environment.
With the ability to log all keystrokes, track web and program usage down to the
second, and show you everything that has happened with screenshots, Spy PC helps
you learn the truth and put your mind at ease!
Robust, Invisible Activity Recording, Totally Undetectable
Operating invisibly, record EVERYTHING your employee or users does with Spy PC
wide-array of computer monitoring features.

Spy PC has been designed to be totally invisible and undetectable and can't be
detected by any normal method. It doesn’t appear in the computer file system, start
menu, program list, and uninstall list, taskbar or program manager.
The user will be totally unaware that everything they do is being secretly recorded.
Location Traker:
It’s a technique to find out the actual position of any person or entity. Its task is to
provide the exact location and track the movement of people.
- View a list of locations that the target has been to.
- Get location details like latitude and longitude.
- Get time and date stamps to find out when the target was at a specific location.
Know the browsing history:
Which websites are visited by the user? What different URLs he is entering in? What
browsing data has he deleted?
Log all visits and online searches, and see how long each page was visited. All this
thing can be known to you in one go. You can also restrict the usage of some
malicious sites which can affect your business.

Randomized Screens:
Spy software can also capture screen snapshots; we provide a consistent live data
stream from each monitored device detailing the current device activity.
The screens are taken entirely random. This gives you the best idea of what's really
happening. You can take up to 8-10 screens within10 sec.
Keystroke and Mouse clicks Logging:
With the ability to log total number of, along with when it was clicked.
Any keystroke typed within any program being used is recorded, allowing you to see
what is going on in application.

Access Anytime, Anywhere PC Name/Mac addresses Logging:
Log and record MULTIPLE PC from one remote location without any extra
configuration - just view- all Logs are automatically stored and categorized by PC
name and PC Mac address for easy log management.
Fully featured tools for best performance:
Straightforward and powerful, help you easily manage users with additional tools like
print, copy, excel, PDF to manage your loggings. Can filter records based on
search.

Installation Process
Have you heard the expression “Easy as 1-2-3”? Well, that really is the case. Here is
how 99% of spy software work.
The installation of this multifunctional platform is not that tricky. It is user-friendly
spy software.
Step 1. Install the app: Install the software on the PC you wish to track.
Step 2. For making use of this app, you need to provide API Key. This API Key
should same as in web.

Spy PC secretly start recording everything the user does on their computer or
laptop. The user will be totally unaware that everything they do is being secretly
recorded.

